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Superintendent honored
Marinelli named Superintendent of the Year of Passaic County and Northern New Jersey

T

RACEY Marinelli, superintendent of schools, has been
named as Superintendent of the
Year of both Passaic County and
Northern New
Jersey. The
New Jersey AsWhen Tracey sociation of
came on board, School Administrators sewe gave her a lected her for the awards.
“It’s an honor to be recblank canvas
ognized by NJASA and to
and she has represent the region,” said
created a Marinelli. “The awards really belong to everyone in
masterpiece.“ the district who has
worked hard to make LitMichael Russo tle Falls what it is today.”
Board of Ed. president
Marinelli joined Little
Falls as superintendent in 2015 after helming
the Lyndhurst Public Schools for five years.

District achievements
During Marinelli’s tenure here, Little Falls’
scores on state standardized tests have soared.
Districtwide, the percentage of students meeting and exceeding state standards has risen by
27% in English language arts and by 48% in
math.
The high level of student achievement was
recognized with two prestigious honors last
year. Little Falls was one of 11 school systems
to be named a Lighthouse District by the New
Jersey Department of Education. This award
acknowledges Little Falls’ academic progress
across diverse groups of learners and also the
comprehensive system put into place to
support students.
In November 2019, School No. 3 received a
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National Blue Ribbon School award
from the U.S. Department of Education, one of only nine schools in
New Jersey to be selected as an exemplary high performing school.
The notoriety put the district in the
limelight and solidified its reputation as one of the best school systems in the state.
“Superintendent Marinelli’s leadership style is forward thinking, collaborative,
efficient, fair, and thoughtful,” said Carlos Rodriguez, Passaic’s interim executive county superintendent. “In Little Falls, she’s been able
to accomplish so much because bringing people together is a vital part of her vision; she
understands the importance of commitments
to the community, to the families, and of
course to the students. When you piece it together, you get the results that she’s getting.”

BOE celebration

versed in analyzing data and
using it to drive all district
initiatives, and her enthusiasm
and energy filters down to our
faculty, staff, and students.
Tracey has become a pillar of our
community. We’re lucky to have
her and I can't think of anyone
more deserving of recognition.”
At the board meeting, Little Falls
Mayor James Damiano also
presented her with a framed
proclamation.
Marinelli is a frequent presenter at
regional and national conferences,
speaking about leadership and on leveraging academic data to personalize instruction and improve student
achievement. She also sits on the Women
in Leadership Committee and Special Education Committee for NJASA.

The board of education
honored Marinelli at its
October meeting. She
received a framed BOE
resolution which celebrated
her achievements in the
district and highlighted her
strong, collaborative
leadership style.
“When Tracey came on
board, we gave her a blank
canvas and she has created
a masterpiece,” said Board
of Education President
Michael Russo. “She has
done an amazing job and in
five years has transformed Superintendent Tracey Marinelli, with the Little Falls Board of Education and
our district. She is so well- district mascot, shows off her framed BOE resolution
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NEW CLUB

Students develop green thumbs
M

IDDLE-SCHOOLERS in School No. 1
are developing their green thumbs
while growing food to benefit a local food
pantry and soup kitchen.
Through the school’s new garden club, the
students learn the ins and outs of organic
growing. The club members
tackle everything from soil
preparation and seeding, to
pest control and harvesting.
It’s a hands-on experience that
has kids roll-up their sleeves
and get into the dirt.
A section of the school
grounds about 20 feet
wide by 22 feet long (440
square feet in area) was
fenced off in the
spring and
transformed into the
vegetable and flower
garden. Toni’s
Kitchen in
Montclair, the
beneficiary of the
young gardeners’
hard work, has
received more than
a hundred pounds
of heirloom
tomatoes, eggplant,

sweet peppers, beans,
squash, carrots, kale,
greens, and cabbage,
among other veggies.
Language arts teacher
Marisa Canova
Kolarovic, an avid
gardener, jumped at
the chance to
spearhead the project
last year when she
learned that
students were
interested in starting
the club. As the adviser,
she wrote the grant
request to the Little
Falls Education
Foundation which
provided funds for the tools, seeds,
and other gardening materials. To
her, the project transcends just
growing food.
“In a world where we are
constantly behind screens, the
garden can be a space of peace
and tranquility,” said
Kolarovic.
The 25 club
members span grades
5–8. While working in

Above, Olivia Scrivanich, Luisa Focella, Juliette Orzel,
and Harper Scheuerman harvest produce from
School No. 1’s garden
Left, Jahin Miah shows off a tomato just plucked
from the vine

the garden, they follow health protocols by
wearing protective masks. To ensure
appropriate distancing, the students are
divided into four groups; each week, two
groups work in the garden on different days
afterschool.

State education dept.
virtually visits district
School No. 3’s
Luke Frankovits checks
out “Drawn Together,”
a book which tells the
story of a grandson
and grandfather who
overcome a language
barrier

Inclusive books added
N
EW books that feature themes of acceptance, inclusion, and awareness have
been purchased and added to the curriculum
for grades K–8.
The stories address social issues and historical events such as homelessness, diversity, immigration and threat of deportation, the
Holocaust, civil rights, and food
insecurity/hunger. Many of the books are winners of prestigious honors for young adult and
children’s literature including Newbery

Medals, Caldecott Medals, and Coretta Scott
King Awards.
The books also help fulfill a new state requirement that middle schools and high
schools adopt instructional materials that accurately portray the contributions of people
with disabilities and important LGBQT figures. The requirement of the inclusive content
took effect this school year, making New Jersey one of only about half a dozen states to
have an LGBTQ-inclusive curriculum.

Officials from the New Jersey State
Education Department virtually observed a
sixth grade language arts lesson taught by
School No.1’s Maribel Bayo and Jessica
DeSimone.
DeSimone teaches in person and Bayo
teaches remotely, her image projected onto
the room’s whiteboard at the front of the
class and also inset in the corner of each
student’s laptop. This set-up allows Bayo to
both co-teach lessons to the whole class and
also to work individually with students.
“It was incredible,” said Superintendent
Tracey Marinelli about the dynamic between
the co-teachers. “The creativity, their
comradery, and the way they managed the
lesson was outstanding.”

Newsletter earns state
and national honors
The district newsletter, “Education
News,” recently won two awards in communications competitions. The National School
Public Relations Association presented the
district with an Award of Merit in the community print newsletter category, making the
publication the fourth best in the U.S. The
newsletter’s digital version took second place
in the electronic newsletter category in the
New Jersey School Public Relations Association’s annual contest.
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Starting the year with insight
Communication about each student’s instructional needs gives teachers a head start

S

INCE the school district was shuttered
for more than three months because of
the COVID-19 pandemic, Little Falls faced a
challenge in September. The district needed
to ensure that students, who completed the
last school year at home, met 2019-2020
state standards. With
New Jersey standardized
tests canceled, decisions
The start of had to be made about the
this school year best ways to assess
students, and the best
couldn’t be ways to reinforce skills
business as and content that weren’t
mastered during spring.
usual, only with
“The start of this
school year couldn’t be
masks and business as usual, only
distancing. We with masks and
distancing,” said
needed to start Superintendent Tracey
off running.” Marinelli. “We needed to
start off running. On day
Tracey Marinelli one, every teacher needed
Superintendent
insight into each student.
What are the gaps that need bridging and
how do we address them at the same time as
we teach students the material for the
current school year?”
The district developed a standards review
document that teachers completed for each
of their 2019-2020 students. These
documents provided a foundation for 20202021 teachers by identifying state standards
missed, standards addressed, and standards
mastered. This served to paint an academic
portrait of each student’s learning for last
year.

By identifying student needs
and strengths, teachers moved
forward by reconceptualizing
curriculum and rethinking
instruction. Each grade level and
content team examined the
collective needs of students and
revised the curriculum for 202021, deciding what could be kept,
what could be cut, and what
could be consolidated or
combined.
Benchmark exams that were
administered in late September,
several weeks into the new
school year, provided precise
numerical data on what each
student knew and could do. This
allowed a further refinement of
the curriculum and provided
teachers with the information
needed to personalize
instruction for each student in
their classes.
“During the spring closure,
our teachers and our students
did a remarkable job with
remote instruction and remote
learning,” Marinelli said. “But
no matter how you slice it,
Jasmine Campagna works on an assessment
remote education is not as
comprehensive or effective as inability to visualize and collaboratively
person learning. That’s why we have
rework curriculum in real-time as the school
schools. This process we put into place
year progresses. New ideas and assignments
ensured that we would address any gaps
can easily be included to maximize the
from last year.”
learning of students. In this way, the
The district uses an online curriculum
curriculum is ever-growing and evolving to
platform that provides teachers with the
meet the needs of kids.

Cafeterias
are closed
Every day, the district’s
cafeteria staff prepares
about 100 bagged snacks
(eaten in the classroom)
and 275-300 take-home
lunches for students.

Virtual electives
To reduce incidental contact and traveling
between classes, School No.1’s hands-on
electives were replaced this year with
courses that students could complete
virtually from home or anywhere in the
building. The new electives include online
coding and programming, game design and
critical thinking, an introduction to the
stock market, and art appreciation.
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Keeping students and staff safe
T

HE delivery of instruction and essential
services has never looked like this before.
Health protocols have created a “new normal”
and include both enhanced maintenance
measures and instructional changes designed to
minimize contact.
•

Masks are required of all students and
staff members while inside

•

Every student and staff member must
electronically complete a health
screening questionnaire at the start of
every day

•

Schools are cleaned and sanitized
nightly with an electrostatic gun that
adheres disinfectant to surfaces

•

Buses are sanitized with an electrostatic
disinfectant gun after every run

•

Buses run at 50% capacity and students
have assigned seats

•

Hand sanitizers are located throughout
the schools

are available in the
event that a student
needs to be
quarantined
•

HVAC systems are
equipped with MERV
filters that trap
particles such as dust,
allergens, and
microorganisms

•

Each student received
a bottle of hand
sanitizer at the start of
the school year

•

All schools are divided
Charles Smith, manager of buildings
into sections (hives),
&
grounds,
uses
an
electrostatic
disinfectant gun afterschool
with teams of students
and teachers staying
• Lunch is not served; snacks are brought
within their sections for the duration of
to classrooms during the day and bag
the day
lunches are provided for students to
take home
Students work behind 3-sided plastic
shields which sit on their desks
• Corridors are
divided into oneStudents remain in their classes and
way lanes
teachers rotate as necessary

•

•
•

Bathrooms are cleaned hourly

•

Equipment and supplies for
occupational and physical therapy are
cleaned after every use

•

Bi-polar ionization machines are in
every nurse’s office to continually
purify the air

•

Outdoor tents are used for special
medical treatments (e.g. nebulizers) and

Disinfecting...

•

All special subjects (e.g., art, music) are
taught virtually

•

Electives at School No. 1 that are
traditionally hands-on courses have
been replaced with
courses that
students complete
virtually

A reminder in
School No. 2

Separate
sections
Going
remote
In School No. 2,
music teacher
Danielle Ingram
gives students a
thumbs-up while
remotely teaching
a class
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A sign indicates
the border of a
student/teacher
cluster in
School No. 1
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